The amplitudes in 2-D seismic data depend largely on the 3-D expansion of seismic waves during propagation. In 2-D seismic processing, however, the amplitudes are treated as if they depend on 2-D rather than 3-D expansion of seismic waves. In this paper we introduce an amplitude pre-processing procedure that transforms point source responses into line source responses. By applying this procedure the amplitude handling of any existing 2-D processing technique may be validated. We show the principle for singlecomponent data; the generalization for multi-component data will be discussed during the presentation.
INTRODUCTION
By nature, amplitudes in seismic data depend largely on the three-dimensional (3-D) expansion of seismic waves during propagation. As a consequence, 3-D seismic processing is a prerequisite if one fully wants to exploit the amplitude information contained in the seismic data. Although in the eighties there has been an important shift towards 3-D seismic data acquisition and processing, even in 1990 a major part of the seismic data acquisition and processing is two-dimensional (2-D). The shortcomings of 2-D seismic processing with respect to structural imaging (migration) are well known and are not discussed here. This peper deals with the shortcomings of 2-D seismic processing with respect to amplitude handling. The underlying assumption of any 2-D seismic processing technique is that the subsurface parameters as well as the seismic wave field are 2-D functions of the horizontal coordinate (x) and the depth coordinate (2). This implies that the seismic waves are assumed to be generated by line sources (along the y-axis) rather than poinf sources. Hence, in 2-D processing the amplitudes in the seismic data are treated as if they depend on 2-D rather than 3-D expansion of seismic waves. Needless to say that this yields erroneous amplitudes in the processed seismic data. To deal with this problem, a time-dependent scaling is often applied to the data. This approach is justified only for acoustic point source data over a constant velocity medium. In this paper we introduce a more elegant amplitude pre-processing procedure that transforms point source responses into line source responses. By applying this procedure, the amplitude handling of any existing 2-D seismic processing technique may be validated. This is not only true for S02.3 inversion techniques like pre-stack migration, but also for advanced pre-processing techniques like elastic wave field decomposition and multiple elimination as well as for post-processing techniques like stratigraphic elastic and lithologic inversion.
FROM POINT SOURCES TO LINE SOURCES
The principle of transforming a point source response into a line source response is simple: as a line source may be seen as a distribution of point sources along a line (Figure la (7) accounts for the ratio dy/dp. 
2-D INHOMOGENEOU § lMEDIUM
The underlying assumption of equation (7) is that the response is cylindrically symmetric with respect to the z-axis. For an arbitrary 2-D inhomogeneous medium this assumption is violated. A partial remedy is :esorting the common source point (CSP) data into :ommon midpoint (CMP) gathers. On basis of -eciprocity a CMP gather is symmetric in p. where p IOW stands for source-receiver offset. Of course the :ylindrical symmetry is still not fulfilled. However, it :an be made plausible that equation (7), applied to ZMP gathers, gives accurate results. The main reason .s that only a small number of input traces actually :ontributes to one output trace. This is most easily ieen if we consider equation (7) for x=0, &+t) = 7 P(p.o,z,,t)dp. (8) -00 lence, the zero-offset line source response t(o,z,.t) is lothing but a plain stack of all traces of the point source response. Note that the reflections in b(o,z,,t) appear at the same times as the reflections in dp,o,zr,t) for small offsets p (see also Figure 3) . 3ence, only a few small offset traces contribute to the .eflections in ho,zr.t). The information in the higher )ff.set traces cancels during stacking. A direct :onsequence is that the cylindrical symmetry of )(x,y,zr,t) is actually required only for a small range of Izimuth angles and therefore CMP gathers are the deal input for equation (7). Based on these arguments ,he following amplitude pre-processing procedure is jroposed for 2-D single-component seismic data:
Resort the CSP gathers into CMP gathers. Treat each CMP gather as a point source response and simulate line source responses by applying equation (7) to each CMP gather. Resort the CMP gathers into CSP gathers.
:or a horkontally layered medium this procedure is :xact whereas for a 2-D inhomogeneous medium accurate results may be expected. Of course the Iccuracy will decrease for increasing complexity of the nedium; for very complex media 3-D processing is the mly acceptable approach.
"ONCLUSP0NS
When 3-D data are available, the best way to go s by full 3-D processing. However, whenever the data acquisition is restricted to line surveys rather than rreal surveys, processing is necessarily in two iimensions. In this paper it is argued that 2-D uocessing is preferably applied U&Y transforming the joint source responses into line source responses. The :ffect of this transformation is a correction of the tmplitudes in the data. A line source response is tothing but a superposition of point source responses. lence. in principle a line source response can be simulated by integrating point source responses along .he desired line source axis. In practice, however, this ntegration cannot be carried out due to the ncompleteness of the data. In this paper it is shown hat the integration along the source axis can be ,eplaced by an integration along the receiver axis. The mderlying assumption is that the wave fields exhibit :ylindrical symmetry. For single-component data over torizontally layered media this assumption is satisfied. :or multi-component data over horizontally layered nedia the weighting factors must be adjusted. :urthermore, we have found that different components rf a point source response must be combined to obtain me component of a line source response. Obviously the :onventional time-dependent scaling breaks down for nulti-component data. For 2-D inhomogeneous anisotropic) media the assumption of cylindrical symmetry is approximately satisfied, provided the data rre sorted in CMP gathers. Having transformed the ,oint source responses into line source responses, the .esults may be considered as "true amplitude" 2-D data. lence, it is then justified to proceed with existing 2-D ;eismic processing techniques. This will be illustrated luring the presentation with real data examples.
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